Finances cloud merger

Trustees to meet this weekend

by Ann Therese Darin

Although the Boards of Trustees for Notre Dame and St. Mary's are coming together this weekend, it may be some time before the two schools do the same thing.

Yesterday, Rev. Jerome Wilson, vice-president for business affairs, confirmed a news story in Wednesday's OBSERVER that unification may be impeded by financial problems.

"The sisters insist on the financial arrangements being settled on before merger," he said. "Sister Basil Anthony and Sister Gerald don't want any business affairs, such as personnel or purchasing unified until this happens."

In Father's opinion, one of the main obstacles to unification is negotiation of a lease for the buildings on St. Mary's campus by the university. The lease would cover all of the buildings on the campus now being used by the college.

"The order won't sell"

The present owners, the Sisters of the Holy Cross, "won't sell the buildings or give them or lend them to Notre Dame, but they will lease them," the business affairs head alleged. "If the lease they want is too high, the unification would have to be called off. We can't unite and go broke."

Fr. Wilson could not predict what the lease would be. "It could be anywhere from $1 to $500,000 or more depending on what the Sisters estimate the cost of maintaining the buildings and property will be."

Leasing the buildings, however, is only one of the hidden costs of unification which the Boards will review this weekend. The shuttle bus service, coex classes, one of the computers by St. Mary's and coex dining could all be figured as other hidden costs.

"These hidden costs might total a lot of money," Fr. Wilson said.

"The different sets of fringe benefits for university and college employees also faced the Inter-Institutional Team for Business Affairs. "If ND would adapt some of their benefits," warned Fr. Wilson, "it may cost us much more money."

For these reasons, Fr. Wilson's committee is "taking unification line by line."

Up to date, there has been an agreement to exchange no money for coex classes between the two schools.

"The number of students taking coex classes has been pretty even over the four-five year period," he said. Even though Notre Dame classes do cost more per credit hour than St. Mary's classes, the university has not asked the college for any remuneration.

Questioned on why St. Mary's has not been prodded to reimburse the university (continued on page 6)

Hesburgh touches finances, education in faculty talk

by Jerry Lutkus

Observer News Editor

Claiming that "we are going to do everything possible in the next few years to live within our income," Rev. Theodore M. Hesburgh, Notre Dame President, opened his twentieth address to the faculty yesterday. Hesburgh expressed puzzlement over areas to find "new money" for the university.

"It could always raise the tuition, but there's a point where that has to stop," the administrator said, adding that the university has not reached that point yet. The president spoke to the faculty in Washington Hall.

"The question of economic priorities is being put before the present according to Hesburgh after he has had a year to view them. "These priorities are essential to the survival of the institution," the president said.

"Touching lightly on the topic of the unification of Notre Dame-St. Mary's, Hesburgh evoked the laughter of the faculty by noting that student affairs are unified "by instinct." He said that the academic aspects of the merger are progressing very well, but that the financial end has suffered some delay.

"We are looking for a financial formula through which we can unite both schools," Hesburgh said, "but unfortunately that formula hasn't been found yet." The University President stated that "we (the university) don't want to pressure, but we can't do anything that's not financially viable for us."

(continued on page 6)

Ticket exchange for Navy game

Story on page 3

A group of South Bend children with their St. Mary's companion prepare to go to last year's Georgia Tech game. 700 students donated their tickets to the program. Eric Andrus and Jack Candon are sponsoring an exchange for this year's Navy game.
Hassan: Can the novel survive?

by Joe Tannosh

Employing a lecture form he termed "para-criticism," Professor Ihab Hassan last night contended that "there are more novels being printed now than ever before, and more good ones." But he wondered aloud whether the novel could survive much past the present.

Hassan, from the University of Wisconsin at Milwaukee, divided his talk, which he titled "Fiction and future: an extravaganza for voice and tape" into thirteen sections. He continually employed a tape recorder, many times with a voice superimposed on music, to give digressions, anecdotes and explanations on the thirteen topics.

Cling works of many young, relatively unknown authors, Hassan argued that novels are divided into categories of "silence" and "fantasy," although many novels have strains of each. He defined a silent novel as one of "self-parody" having "its base in anti-literature." A fantasy novel Hassan speaks of "pure vision" and has its base in science fiction.

The strains of silence and fantasy meet today through irony in the works of Barth and Vonnegut and may meet in the future in some other fashion, Hassan contended. While this meeting is happening, Hassan said the novel will undergo "mutations." Hassan concluded his lecture by arguing for the effect that dreams have on the future. "Dreams become fact, are important for prophecy, and can lead us to the limits of the universe," he said. "Then the face to greet man at the end may be the transfiguration of his own face."

SMC counseling depts. set open house date

St. Mary's Counseling Department and Career Counseling and Placement Office has scheduled an open house for next Thursday, October 28, to give students the opportunity to visit the facilities and become aware of the services available to them. The Counseling Department, directed by Miss Mary Martucci, offers not only psychological and guidance services, but also works in cooperation with the student affairs program and has recently extended its involvement into the area of psychological testing.

"We are interested in preventive mental health and individual and group development through counseling," according to Miss Martucci.

"In previous years, the implicit focus of the department was on the freshman class. However, this year we would like to see an even distribution of students from all classes on both campuses taking advantage of these services. With the addition of a new staff member, Mr. Timothy Casey, more extensive services and a variety of programs can be offered to all students."

Pres. Nixon expected to name Friday

(c) 1971 New York Times

Washington (Oct. 20)—The White House informed Arkan­sa's Senators today that President Nixon will nominate Herschel H. Friday of Little Rock to the Supreme Court, probably tomorrow, qualified sources reported today.

There have been persistent reports that Friday, a municipal bond lawyer and frequent defender of Arkansas school districts against desegregation suits, would be named to one of the court vacancies—and that Judge Mildred L. Lillie of Los Angeles would be chosen for the other.

However, there was no confirmation that a nomination of Mrs. Lillie was also imminent, and the White House appeared to be backing away from its earlier pronouncements that both nominations would be made this week.

The A.B.A. Committee met at the Wall Street law office of Lawrence E. Walsh today, amid reports that the Nixon administration was being pressed from several quarters to substitute the names of one or two candidates that the committee could enthusiastically endorse.
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Student ticket donations set for Navy

by Mick Kau

Students at Notre Dame will be able next week to donate their student football ticket for the Navy game to underprivileged South Bend children. Due to what program directors Eric Andrus and Jack Candon termed the "overwhelming success of last year's project," the Merry Pranksters will sponsor this Ticket Project. Financial assistance will be provided by the Robert F. Kennedy Institute, and the St. Mary's Community Relations Commission. This year's project is set for the Notre Dame Navy contest of October 30. The general body of the student body voted unanimously for the praty project by donating their tickets to Monday and Tuesday of next week. The South Bend Community has been a loyal supporter of Notre Dame athletics for many years and we are happy to see that loyalty rewarded. The students are providing an opportunity for approximately 1000 area youngsters to witness a Notre Dame football game. We urge the student body to show their enthusiasm for this project by donating their tickets to Monday and Tuesday of next week.

We once again would like to convey our strong support for the second annual Student Ticket Project, sponsored by the Merry Pranksters, Robert F. Kennedy Institute, and the St. Mary's Community Relations Commission. This year's program is set for the Notre Dame Navy contest of October 30. The general body of the student body last year for the Georgia Tech game was extremely gratifying, and we urge the student body to show their enthusiasm for this project by donating their tickets to Monday and Tuesday of next week.
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The South Bend Community has been a loyal supporter of Notre Dame athletics for many years and we are happy to see that loyalty rewarded. The students are providing an opportunity for approximately 1000 area youngsters to witness a Notre Dame football game. We urge the student body to show their enthusiasm for this project by donating their tickets to Monday and Tuesday of next week.
We’ll All Lose This Way

As it started out, it would have been a relatively simple proposition. The University of Notre Dame and St. Mary’s Colleges were going to merge. The two would live as one; Notre Dame paying some low and nominal lease fee to the Sisters of the Holy Cross, who own most of the grounds on which St. Mary’s is situated. Right?

Wrong. Apparently we have a bunch of liberated nuns over at St. Mary’s, and they are looking for a little more than nominal fees. What they may be looking for, in fact, as a guaranteed income for their whole order for the rest of its existence.

The fact that most of the hard expenses - the difference in classroom expenses, the difference in food expenses, and similar expenses - are being paid for by Notre Dame seems to make very little impressions on these venerable nuns. Well, it makes an impression on us. We want coeducation, but there’s no percentage in a merged Notre Dame-St. Mary’s for anybody. Including the nuns.

We hope that the problem can be soon solved - the situation has all the earmarks of something ugly to it. And merger isn’t the only way to coeducation. We know it. The Notre Dame Administration knows it. The St. Mary’s Administration knows it. We hope the nuns learn it before a costly revision in plans has to be made.

But We May Have Winners This Way

A year’s practice has made the South Bend Ticket project a doubly well-run operation. South Bend kids—many of whom haven’t had a day with three decent meals, let alone seen a big time football game—will be able to go to a real live Notre Dame game, if the students here are generous. Last time there were bureaucratic foulups; but the people went anyway. This year we’ll find out how successful the operation is if it’s left totally to students.

Navy means nothing to us; they play football about as well as Notre Dame pilots submarines. There’s not a student here who’ll miss the game if he doesn’t see it. But to the kids in South Bend; seeing a real Notre Dame game means nothing to us; they play football about as well as Notre Dame seems to make very little impressions on these venerable nuns. Well, it makes an impression on us. We want coeducation, but there’s no percentage in a merged Notre Dame-St. Mary’s for anybody. Including the nuns.

We hope that the problem can be soon solved - the situation has all the earmarks of something ugly to it. And merger isn’t the only way to coeducation. We know it. The Notre Dame Administration knows it. The St. Mary’s Administration knows it. We hope the nuns learn it before a costly revision in plans has to be made.

Steve Lazar

When The Saints Come Marching In

“God sleeps! God sleeps!” cried Antonio Perez during the stormy years of the 1960’s. “That’s heresy!” replied King Phillip of Spain as he sentenced the outspoken miscreant to burn at the stake. “If it is God the Father who has allowed the King to act so disloyally towards me,” retorted Perez hot-headedly, “then I’ll pull God the Father’s nose!”

Such lively scenes from the often baroque history of the Catholic Church has hardly any counterpart in the Christian Church today. The decline of monarchs and popes with temporal powers and the rise of the middle and industrial classes has brought on a consciousness in the almost complete and quite paranoid separation of Church and State. With all temporal powers falling to the State the Church has been ushered to an arid and inconspicuous corner of society. She no longer has the power to dispense so warmly with those flaming heretics who in the past kept popping up from the rabble to strut triflingly for an hour or so upon her stage. Now that both clerics and laity alike have recognized that the Church’s main power is a symbolic one they no longer fear an Inquisition or even lesser threats such as excommunication. What it comes down to today is that no one has the authority or even the nerve to distinguish the goats from the lambs or the heretics from the holy rollers. In short, apathy prevails.

This is not to be facetious. Damnation is hell. Just which life style leads to it, though, and which to paradise, is hard to say. It is, however, still worth considering for anyone who feels an obligation to act on behalf of his immortal soul. Among the middle and industrial classes there is a strong anti-Catholicism. And in difference with which many regard Christianity today there seem to be two poles toward which people gravitate who actually want to live the religion. These categories are the broadest possible and have therefore at least some validity as well as a lot of nonsense. They have been called the Culture of Poverty and the Counter Culture.

Ah yes, you have heard that term “counter culture” before. The author whose ideas I am presenting here has borrowed it gratuitously from Theodore Roszak, who in turn borrowed it just as gratuitously from someone else, with the exception that he had to translate it out of German. This is merely a way of saying that the ideas here are far from entirely my own.

The Christian of the Culture and the Christian of the Counter Culture then, both claim to embrace the same truths about Divinity and Jesus Christ, but they differ radically in their approach to living their lives and their beliefs. Basically the Culture corresponds to the establishment-type society and the Counter Culture to the disaffiliated young. In an earlier age of Church history one side would have had papal and governmental preference and the other the ignominy of heretics. Today it just isn’t the case; thus we pick and choose. Here then is how our author—obviously biased towards the Counter Culture—contrasts the one side with the other: (1) Culture: action based on activism. Counter Culture: action based on meditation. (2) Culture: militarism and nationalism. Counter Culture: pacifism and internationalism. (3) Culture: middle class conformism (St. Paul type: “If a man will not work, let him not eat”). Counter Culture: other-worldly spirit of poverty (Beatitudes type: “Blessed are the poor in spirit”). (4) Culture: isolated nuclear family type individual. Counter Culture: community type individual. (5) Culture: absolute economic sense of private property. Counter Culture: theological sense of private property (socialist-marxist). (6) Culture: division of churches on basis of socio-economic status accepted because the State and secular life are seen as separate and cut off from the living roots of religion. Counter Culture: division of churches on basis of socio-economic classes (e.g. Catholics, Presbyterians, Baptists) seen as absurd. (7) Culture: accepts Church teaching straight down the line (St. Paul’s opinion: “But let him who is against Paul go on as if he were divine revelation. Counter Culture: accepts as the word of God with regard to sex and marriage that a Christian marriage (marriage in Christ, in the love of God) does exist, but sees other Church teachings (monogamy, sinful-homosexuality) as mere human tradition subject to change. In sum, from the Culture’s point of view, men are here to serve the institution; from the Counter Culture’s point of view the institution is here to serve men. The conclusions I wish to draw here are few if any. I would merely like to point out that there exists an entrenched bourgeois Christian life style and an increasingly popular alternative. With which group the future lies one cannot say with certainty; but I feel strongly that our saints will not have a suburban mentality.
"Who knows what evil lurks in the hearts of men?"
The Shadow knew. And so begins another thrilling
adventure of radio's most perfect hero, The Shadow.
The program, the longest running of the old radio
series, has recently been revived on WQXR-FM 11:30 PM
October 31. The program is broadcast on the airwaves
of New York City.

Of his physical characteristics, little is known. The
Shadow is tall and sinewy in appearance, garbed in his
black hat and cape. Under the hat's dealings, and
fiery eyes and a hawk-like nose can, at times, be seen.
He has super-human strength, quick reflexes, agility,
and a razor-sharp mind. He is blond like Cranston,
is tall and sinister in appearance, garbed in his
hat and cape.

The Shadow has the power "to cloud the minds
of men", which can only be achieved when he wears the
cape, and ring. It is a type of hypnosis but such a
blatant explanation ruins the mystery of the power.
He also glides in and among shadows and assumes their
shapes. Even the keenest observer would only see an
indistinguishable moving shape and dismiss the sight
as a shifting of shading. It is not his mind-clouding
power that permits him to achieve this feat, but
it is, nonetheless, used when the light is too bright.
It is his agility and sure footing that makes him
indistinguishable. When makes him, literally, a living
shadow. The Shadow is a silent figure, a killer should
die, the killer will die. If, on the other hand, a
person has made just one mistake and is basically
good, The Shadow will let him live. When necessary The Shadow uses his two .45 caliber automatic
guns to deal death to the evildoers.

The radio series on WQXR has been presented since
the late episodes of The Shadow, when a complete story
was contained in one broadcast. Since then, in the
carrier of cliff-hangers, the continued serials
were closed. The character of Cranston made up a small portion of the show then.

Sit back this Thursday night and tune in
The Shadow for another thrilling
adventure. For there is so much
excitement in the radio series that
one can only speculate on what
may come next.
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..."I'll tell you one darn thing, there's
some fine mandolin pickers around
there. I've heard of Cranston and
Barnes and Appleton and so forth,
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Financial woes abound as merger lags

(continued from page 1)

Although Fr. Blant could not give out the agenda which the Student Affairs Committee would discuss, reportedly not only corroboration, but also half life will be reviewed.

Student Government Presen­

The Joint Development Committee will not make a presentation according to Miss Marie Gehremler, secretary to Mr. Murphy, current head of department planning. This committee will have to select a new member during the week. Dr. Oliver C. Car­

michael, present chairman, resigned from the Board of Trustees in order to attend an Indiana State Commission which will investigate higher education in the state.

Academic Affairs Committee Report

Rev. Ferdinand Brown, assistant provost, verified that the Academic Affairs Inter­

national Committee would report to the joint boards on Friday. He declined to
discuss specific implications the committee's suggestions, but said that it would consider several alternative proposals for

unification.

HPC to sponsor free
dance on Saturday

Ed Motto, chairman of the Hall

Presidents Council, announced

Monday night that his organization

will sponsor a free dance and

party Saturday night, October 23.

The affair will begin at 7:30 and

continue until 11:30. There will

be no chairs set up. Chapped Lips is one of the bands that date the date. We hope that a second one will be yet to be signed.

Motto stated that the HPC didn’t feel there was enough student interest in The Johnny

Cash concert. So far most stu­
dents say there is nothing to do Saturday night. He hoped that the dance will fill the void on Saturday night. He emphasized that it will be a dance and there will be no charge to attend.

Motto felt that there are not enough dates to be had. He didn’t see that this dance is going to end with a total of 600 to 700 students in attendance. The last dance was held in the Engineering Auditorium. Many students are having difficulty attending the dance and this situation will not improve. The dance will fill the void on Saturday night.

Notre Dame - Saint Mary’s Theatre

presents John Webster’s

THE DUCHESS OF MALFI

O’Laughlin Auditorium October 15, 16, 21, 22, 23, 8:30 pm sharp. Ticket Reservations $2.00. Students, faculty, ND-SMC staff $1.50. Ticket office open 4-6 p.m. or call 284-4176.

New Trustees

Among the Trustees to partici­

pate in the Thursday-Friday meetings will be newly­

appointed members; Dr. Rosemary Park, Donald J. Matthews, Arthur J. Deso, and John B. Carson.

Dr. Park, the first woman to be appointed to the Notre Dame Board, serves as vice­president of institutional planning at the University of California—Los Angeles. She co­authored The Notre Dame-St. Mary’s merger feasibility study published last spring.

Caron (’63) from the Arts and Letters Council and Matthews (’56) from the Engineering Council are both Notre Dame graduates.
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Financial woes abound as merger lags

(continued from page 1)

nership or the possibility of merger. 

Wilson did confirm that Notre Dame did pay SMC bet­

ween $5,000-6,000 a year for the coex cox meal service. “We realize it
costs more money to feed a boy than a girl,” he substantiated.

Fr. Thomas Blantz, vice­

president for student affairs, agreed with Fr. Wilson. “One of the reasons for unifying the two schools was to reduce the duplication of efforts in services like libraries and dining halls and that the money might be delayed if we don’t have things arranged to make plans finan­
cially feasible,” he said.
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Rugby's been around awhile

by F. J. Kinosh "72

Football is the backbone of Notre Dame athletics. The game is the most popular among the student body and is considered the Irish sports tradition. Basketball has had its fling of glory, with the likes of Whitmore, Slack, and Augie. And with the arrival of "The Rugger," it may soon become a real encroachment upon the football dynasty. But that will take years. Rugby is a sport up and out, but that sport has geographic limitations that hinder overall popularity. No, Notre Dame is built on the aura and excitement of football Saturdays.

But way back when, before the Rugger, there was Cal. There was rugby. Football Saturdays were fall-afternoons spent on dirt fields playing rugby. Rugby serves its existence to rugby. In fact many football terms have their origin in the rugby handbook.

Terms like touchdown, conversion, field goal, and try are all evocated from the grandaddy of football.

Now rugby is a pretty well forgotten game. Considered by most to be a game of total brutality played by those dedicated to violence and blood, it is now only a fringe sport, if it is now only a fringe sport, if it? The Texas Longhorns received no point total of

The Rugger says his nose has been bloody so much that it doesn't even bleed anymore. Without the protection of pads and helmets, broken noses, concussions and bone breaks are the rule rather than the exception.

The Rugby team belongs to the Midwest Rugby Union which supervises their schedule and assigns referees to officiate their games.

Mike Pavlin

The Graduate View

Just for the record

Some random thoughts: The ND point total of 105 is the lowest for the first five games of any season since Ara Parseghian has been here. The 1983 squad topped the 1971 team in only 72 points. Conversely, the defense has allowed only 16 points, the lowest spread since 1969-70 (10 points). Who would have believed it? The Texas Longhorns received no votes from the UPI board of coaches this week despite a 4-2 record and splendid play.

And in case you missed it, the Delaware Blue Hens destroyed Rutgers 65-7 for the biggest margin of defeat in Rutgers history. Ranked number 2 in one poll and number 4 in another, Coach Tubby Raymond's crew could move up the top small college spot this week as there were losses and ties among the teams ahead of them.

TEAM-GENERAL

1. (new record) Most Consecutive Games Scoring: 57
2. Team-Single Game
   1. (new record) Yards Interceptions Returned: 185
   2. (record tied) Field Goals Made: 3
   3. (record tied) Interceptions for Touchdowns: 2
   4. (record tied) Interceptions for Touchdowns: 2
   5. (record tied) Unit Average: 86
   6. Individual-Single Game
   1. (record tied) Interceptions: Ken Schieres 3
   2. (record tied) Interceptions for Touchdown: Ralph Stepaniak, Mike Crotty 1
   3. (new record) Field Goals Made: Bob Thomas 3
   4. Individual-Season (5 games)
   1. Punts 67: Brian Doeherty 31
   2. Punting Average 40.42: Doeherty 40.02
   3. Field Goals Attempted 14: Thomas 4
   4. Field Goals Made: Thomas 3
   5. Tackles for Minus Yards 13: Walt Patulski, Greg Mark 3
   6. Individual-Career
   1. (new record) Passes Broken Up: Clarence Ellis 24
   2. (new record) Tackles for Minus yards: Patulski 32
   3. (new record) Interceptions: Tom Gately 126
   4. (new record) TD Pass Rec's: Gately 17
   5. Reception Yds 213: Gately 202
   6. Rec's Per Game 5: Gately 5.6
   7. Rec Yds Game 1: Gately 81.7
   8. Receptions: Ellis 13, Stepaniak 14
   9. Yds Int's: 10 of 129: Stepaniak 74, Ellis 117

The action is generally hard and fierce in the middle of a scrum.

Two games spotlight the schedule this year. One is against Palmier College in Davie, Florida, perhaps the rulers of midwestern rugby. At Palmer, rugby is a major sport, the only sport. The Irish run up against that powerhouse on October 31st.

The other spotlight game is against LSU in Baton Rouge on November 20th. The game is to be held in Tiger Stadium before the football Irish meet the Chinese Bandits in the nationally televised contest.

LSU athletic officials are putting pressure on ABC to tape the game and show highlights of it during the half-time of the Parseghian McClendon battle. But other than that potential national exposure, the ruggers practice and play only for the love of the game.

Practicing four days a week, running for distance, doing sprints, buffing through windstorms, ironing out problems in fundamentals and scrimmaging prepare the ruggers for Saturday morning contests.

Saturday morning contests that some people actually witness in the shadows of Stepan Field.

Yes, football is and always will be the backbone of the ND sports tradition. But the forefather that made it possible for the tradition to be born still deserves a little attention.

Why not get up a little earlier some Saturday and see the granddaddy resurrected? I'm sure you'll enjoy it and those who try all year might even learn to appreciate football that much more.
The Student Senate last night adopted a plan to create a five-man board to distribute the newly-created $10,000 fund. "Student Life Fund." The plan, introduced by Senator Bob Sauer, will put two senators, two hall presidents, and the off-campus commissioner on the autonomous board. The Senate also elected Senator T.C. Treanor and Jim Clarke to the newly-created board.

The plan's success came minutes after the Senate rejected, 38-4, a plan by off-campus Senator Don Ferris to put two hall presidents, a stay senator, and a faculty member on a four-man board. That plan had been endorsed by Hall President's Council Chairman Ed Motto. A third plan, originally proposed by Student Body President John Barkett, called for a three-man board that included the Hall Life Commissioner, the Student Union Body Senator, and the HPC Executive Coordinator, but it never came to a vote.

Sauer and Treanor were particularly vehement in objecting to Ferris' plan. Sauer contended that there was "no function" for the faculty member on the committee while Treanor alleged that there was "no difference in the judgement of a hall president and a senator outside that president's hall."

In other action, the Senate appointed Sauer and Green-Phillips Senator Jerry Bushelman to terms on the Faculty Senate and held Committee signups.

Frosh elect officers today
Freshman class elections will be held today with balloting at the lunch and dinner hours. Sophomore class vice-president Lee Monaghan revealed yesterday. Voting will occur in the individual halls where the ballot boxes will be located. Monaghan said that balloting will take place on both campuses this being a joint election. It is necessary to present your I.D. cards.

On the West Campus voting will be in 1-13 and Regina from 11-2 and 4-7.

TO BE THE FIRST IN SERVICE-WE PUT SERVICE FIRST!
Visit our Triumph Service Center
For All Your Needs
(MG, Fiat, Austin, VW, Toyota, Datsun, Volvo owners...we can handle you, too!)
Call Craig Hileman, Service Manager at...

Thursday, October 21, 1971

WANTED
Wanted: Five general admission USC tickets.
Call Bill at 304-8701.

ROYAL VALLEY SKI RESORT
Main St., Birchwood, Mich.
Certified and non-certified ski instructors and a ski director. Part time help needed and on weekends. Phone (616) 495-3682.

Newspaper - Student with experience in advertisement repair.
Call 672-1538.


Unpaid N.O. Southern Cal. call 547-3591.

Block out USC game on TV and make money. Sell us your student ticket for that game for $1.50. Call Part 3479.

NOTICES
I'll be your own car. Tonight! We have the space, tools and parts and you do the work. Every second Thursday 7-11 PM in 31 South in Mem. 6th 1968. Open advertised.

Hermes Loan Fund
Redeemer of La Fortune
11-17 T 15

Call John at (310) 737-7936 for Roy's and usual and around in Loulu or by the students for a trip. Ext. Cosmetic Line. Enclosed by Mark Rice. Business connections. FREE MAKE UP LESSONS.

ATTENTION N.D. AND S.C.
Music Festival.
St. Mary's Church Sat. 8-10 P.M.
Rooms 200-219. All tickets will be played. Free Key.

Willing to exchange 2 pairs of Southern California tickets for 4 football tickets. Willing to pay all additional considerations. Call 4515.

Drive A Line. Call T.E.N.A. 483-1712.

Two handphone, clean, white/gray looking candidates for Frosh President and Frosh President on the Campaign Committee. Mark Stacey and Bill Shahn, are running a campaign rally at noon today at the Grays. President's board unhappy. Needed help for the students for Corrupt Government. Vote Today!

New and used Books/records and sale.
Fleabag's South Bend Ave. at Notre Dame Ave.

Sport Pursuits Club Meetings Tonight 7-9 PM. Room 123. Recruit new Members invited.
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CLASSIFIED

For Sale

Quality, Match Tapes. Bulk selection.
All only 30c.

Prices stated on all posters to reorder stocks. Posters that were $1.50 now $1.00 $1.25. For information come to 851 Flannier, 611 Grace or 315 South Regina or call 238-5691, 6467 or 4258.

For Sale: 60 JAG & X TYPE COUPE 2 Gears, 49,900 mi., 1971 BMW 5-Speed, Prentiss British Racing Green.
Call 230-250 or 2519 or see at 723 E. Hill, Msh.

For Sale: 1969 Kawasaki 500, clean, must sell.

Personals

what is all this nonsense? only Zap! knows the deal.
All that is good does not glitter. All that glitters is not gold.


THE OBSERVER

Part of the mammoth crowd that mobbed the Fiesta Lounge attempting to buy tickets for the November 5th campus concert.

LOST

2 Student Tickets for Idahon - Call us. Yours for a total of $2.00.

For Sale: 15 use ticket USC
Call Tom 372-712.

WANTED: 60 JAG & TYPE COUPE 4 Gears, 49,900 mi.

For Sale: 1971 BMW 5-Speed, Prentiss British Racing Green.
Call 230-250 or 2519 or see at 723 E. Hill, Msh.

At the Seattle Polish Center.
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